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ABSTRACT
Reflective writing can provide a powerful way for students
to integrate professional experience and academic learning.
However, writing reflectively requires high quality actionable feedback, which is time-consuming to provide at scale.
This paper reports progress on the design, implementation,
and validation of a Reflective Writing Analytics platform
to provide actionable feedback within a tertiary authentic
assessment context. The contributions are: (1) a new conceptual framework for reflective writing; (2) a computational
approach to modelling reflective writing, deriving analytics,
and providing feedback; (3) the pedagogical and user experience rationale for platform design decisions; and (4) a
pilot in a student learning context, with preliminary data on
educator and student acceptance, and the extent to which we
can evidence that the software provided actionable feedback
for reflective writing.
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•Applied computing → Computer-assisted instruction;
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Tertiary institutions are continuously confronted with the
issue of assessing students in a way that is authentic, promoting learning for the future. It is generally accepted that
when used well in education settings, reflective tools enhance
lifelong learning and professional practice [30, 39]. When
students engage in reflection on action [34], they are selfcritical, identify and analyse their responses to challenging
issues, and are prompted to reflect on how this experience
reveals knowledge that could be applied in future. In this
way reflective processes in learning become authentic when
they are formative and future-oriented [3], and when higher
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level, meta-cognitive thinking about experience is required
for students to connect their thinking to a wider world [14].
Reflective writing is promoted by many researchers as a
valid way to assess reflective practice in a tertiary context
[15, 28]. Reflective writing allows students to engage with
both certainty and with what they do not know about a
situation [27]. This typically involves students documenting
their experiences, and writing reflective essays, journals and
blogs based on their personal reflections on those experiences.
The challenge is in how actionable feedback can be provided
at scale when large numbers of students are required to
write reflectively. For any feedback to be actionable by the
student, it needs to be “. . . of sufficient quantity; timely; it
should focus on learning not marks; it should be related to
assessment criteria and be understandable, attended to and
actually used by students to make improvements on their
work.” [25, p. 337]
Along with actionable feedback teaching students to write
reflectively requires clear definitions, instructional instruments and rubrics of reflection. Reflection is thinking with a
purpose about complicated or unstructured ideas where there
is no obvious solution. [23]. From a pedagogical perspective
reflective writing is directed towards a learning goal [4], and
a corrector of distortions in thinking [22].
Because reflection is not necessarily an inherent skill the
art of writing reflectively can be challenging [40], in part
because reflective writing is different in nature and purpose
to analytic academic writing, and students can struggle to
present a personal stance within an academic context.

1.1

The Project

The A3R (Authentic Assessment Analytics for Reflection)
research project was established to investigate the extent to
which automated Reflective Writing Analytics (RWA) might
offer potential to deliver formative feedback on student reflective writing at scale, and whether such feedback might
encourage action on the part of the student. RWA involves
the automated analysis of reflective writing, and the feeding
back of analytics to the writer [14]. The key question motivating this research was to investigate how RWA might enable a
scalable provision of actionable feedback to students on their
reflective writing, and thereby augment existing pedagogical
approaches to authentic assessment and reflective practice.

1.2

Participation

Courses across a range of disciplines at the University of
Technology Sydney (UTS) use reflective writing assessment
as it has been shown to be beneficial in fields as diverse as
Engineering [27], Pharmacy [40], Business [36], Medicine [32],

Psychology [10], Nursing [44], and Teaching [24].
For this research, we worked primarily with academics from
seven subjects across three disciplines (Science, Business,
and Engineering). Our academic partners provided reflective
writing rubrics and samples of student reflective writing,
primarily in the form of journal entries and reflective essays.
The project, which extended over two semesters (March
2016 - November 2016), involved meetings with members of
the university’s teaching and learning unit (IML), discussions
with academic language and learning (ALL) experts, and
workshops with representatives from all stakeholder groups
to discuss the way reflective writing is used across the curriculum. The high level of stakeholder engagement was key to
establishing the pedagogical objective of actionable feedback,
and grounded the research in the learning and teaching of
the university.

1.3

Approach

Despite the diversity of perspectives that came as a result
of working across different disciplines, the academic partners
reported common problems with reflective writing assessment: (1) Large numbers of students, many of whom were
unfamiliar with reflection and writing reflectively; (2) Difficulty in clarifying the key features of good reflective writing;
(3) The need for students to receive timely formative feedback on their writing, but a lack of staff time to meet this
need; and (4) A need to ensure that any feedback provided is
actionable by students in a way that maximises the benefits
of the learning task.
The A3R project redesigned and extended (§4) the AWA
(Academic Writing Analytics) software platform which was
developed through previous research [18, 8, 35] .1 A focus on
actionable feedback for students resulted in AWA being redesigned to accommodate multiple layers of feedback, drawn
from a larger set of analytics which were derived using multiple Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques. The
approach to analysing reflective writing was also redesigned
with the aim of serving actionable feedback.
We took a theory first approach to the research, synthesising a large body of previous research on reflection and
reflective writing, together with the practical implementation
as evidenced by our academic partners. We then implemented
the resulting framework computationally in the AWA platform, and applied the software in a learning context. This
approach yielded a number of contributions that we believe
advance the field of Learning Analytics (LA): (1) A theoretical framework for reflective writing; (2) a method for
using the framework computationally to analyse reflective
writing; (3) a pedagogically driven design approach to LA;
and (4) preliminary evidence supporting our approach. Our
approach is detailed in the sections that follow.

2.

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

The A3R approach is grounded in the theory of reflection and reflective writing [11, 22] and informs a framework
(see figure 1) which can be used both for human analysis of
reflective writing and as a basis for developing methods of
computational analysis. A key objective was to accommodate the major findings of previous research together with
1
AWA aims to make visible to learners the ways in which
they are using (or failing to use) language, and to do this
in a way that is scalable . Designed to complement existing
curricula tools AWA does not automate the grading of texts.

the main aspects of the various assessments for the subjects that we worked with. This approach ensures that it is
pedagogically useful for the subjects in which it is applied.

2.1

Reflective Writing

With a brief to synthesise key ideas and relate them to
the current practice of our academic partners, we examined
the dominant research on reflective writing [29, 17, 23, 37].
A key pedagogical issue is how feedback can guide students
to reflect more deeply and to learn rhetorically purposeful
language to achieve this [19]. A number of researchers characterise depth of reflection as a shift from a descriptive style
of mere impressionistic reporting of events, through to a
more critical style that focuses on integrating, analysing, and
restructuring experience [30, 17], and on outcomes [4].
In terms of how feedback can guide learner’s actions, the
framework maps five levels of depth. Students are prompted
to reflect on these by considering self-directed questions
that correspond to these levels. This informed the vertical
dimension of the framework (figure 1). The levels range from
the lowest simple impressions through to the highest level of
an intention to act:
1. Impression: What is happening around me? What is
important to me?
2. Interpretation: How do I make sense of my impressions within my current situation?
3. Internalisation: How does this relate to me, to my
knowledge, my wider context, my learning, my disposition, my emotions? How does it make me feel, and
what are my reactions?
4. Integration: How does this fit with other knowledge,
experiences, and differing perspectives? Can I learn
from others?
5. Intention: Why am I concerned with this, and what
do I intend to change with regards to myself based
on what I have come to understand through being
reflective?
These levels accommodate theoretical models together
with pedagogical descriptions of the actions that might be
expected of students when writing. These actions were drawn
from a range of assessment instruments including rubrics from
our academic partners, and through the analysis of a range
of examples of student writing from across the disciplines.

2.2

Student Writing Analysis

For many students reflective writing in a tertiary setting is
a novel genre, and tutors may be inexperienced in its assessment. While subjects provide rubrics for reflective writing
assessments, these do not always provide explicit instruction
on the language of reflective writing. UTS academic communications expert Rosalie Goldsmith designed a resource that
helps engineering academics recognise linguistic features of reflection in student journals [8]. Goldsmith itemised frequently
occurring lexico-grammatical features, e.g. thinking and feeling reporting verbs (I felt, I realised, I became aware...),
statements of a challenge, a critical incident, expressions of
learning intentions and more.
Rhetorical analysis methods [38] and genre theory [21]
further informed our analysis of: (1) The lexico-grammatical
features of student reflective writing; and (2) the discursive

Figure 1: The Reflection Framework which synthesises theories of reflection and narrative together with
discipline approaches to assessing reflection.
structure and cohesive patterns most often found in whole
texts. Depth and structural dimensions are marked by rhetorical ‘moves’ or recurrent discourse elements that characterise
written and oral genres and which perform a coherent communicative function [38]. Used with intent by writers, moves
realize ‘rhetorical action’ [13]. To take an example of analytic
writing, a scientific research paper will include a statement
of a research gap in the abstract and introductory stages [38].
Structurally, the research paper obeys reader expectations
of the genre, and requires a sequenced orderly progression of
these moves.
In reflective writing rhetorical moves communicate personal
shifts in perception, express self-critique and self-doubt, and
register changes in belief. Its rhetorical, lexico-grammatical
and structural features, considered together, suggest that
reflective writing is a genre, by which we mean formalised
writing with a goal-oriented communicative purpose, and
which is structurally constrained in a series of stages suggesting reporting or narrative form [21]. Different models of
moves or stages have captured types of reflection [42, 41] and
also depth of reflection [23, 30, 44]. Of particular salience
was Birney’s [2] study of teacher trainee reflection, a finegrained systemic-functional mapping of reflection depth with
linguistic realisation. This research concludes that strong
reflective writers are able to draw on up to ten linguistic
features ranging from use of feeling and thinking verbs to
adjectives (e.g. ‘a positive impact’) and reasoning adverbs
(e.g. ‘extremely challenging’), and future tense modality (e.g.
‘I intend to bring this into my future practice’).
In our framework a horizontal dimension represents a
narrative-like sequence of rhetorical moves, while a vertical dimension models levels of depth. The intersection of
depth and sequential dimensions represent the possible stages
through which the text moves and the linguistic features used
to realise these stages - from ‘shallow’ impressionistic description to ‘deep’ future-minded intentional statements. To
prompt students to improve their reflection, the framework’s
prompt questions encourage them to move from ‘shallow’ to
‘deep’ levels of reflection (see figure 1).
Indeed, an analysis that we carried out on student reflective texts confirms that similar reflective writing moves occur
in different disciplines. Our work also confirms other studies

that show strong writers utilise a wider range of linguistic features than weaker reflective writers [19]. Highly rated journal
writers attempt to make sense of the relationship between
themselves and their situations [9], and question their own
assumptions that underpin their actions [37]. They reflect on
how to proceed in the face of uncertainty [27], and reflect on
decisions [26]. We found that the rhetorical moves announce
a personal response to a learning context (Context), acknowledge the challenging nature of learning (Challenge), and
indicate a learning experience is self-transformative (Change)
(See figure 1).
For example, one student wrote about how habitual ways
of thinking lead to problems (’obstacles’), which then lead
to a new or ’rapid’ understanding of the situation:
. . . I rapidly understood that language was not
the most important barrier. Our ways of thinking, acting, and our values became obstacles we
needed to overcome.
When interpreted as a coherent rhetorically staged text,
we find that the writer emphasises a rapid change in understanding (I rapidly understood) as well as the notable
challenging element in the learning situation (’the barrier’,
’obstacles’). They then note that this situation leads to a
change in perception, and a departure from a previous habitual view (language is the main source of misunderstanding).
We show how these semantic relations inform computational
modelling in section 3.
Feedback from academic partners confirmed that they
found the framework to be a helpful lens through which to
view their reflective writing assessment, and that it would
assist in giving feedback to students in a way that might
encourage them to improve their reflections.

2.3

Simplification

After assessing the extent to which existing technologies
available to us might enable us to operationalise it computationally, we simplified the framework, especially in the way
we approached the levels of depth. While we could see the
potential for using the linguistic properties of the sentences
to identify key moves such as CONTEXT, CHALLENGE, and
CHANGE, it was not obvious to us how we might detect levels

within the depth dimension. Therefore we simplified depth
by distilling a dominant common characteristic feature in
deeper reflection pertaining to all the three moves: that it is
applied personally. We identified that this is indicated where
the student links one of the key moves to themselves. We
referred to this feature as LINK2ME.
We also noted that the framework might inform feedback to
the student in ways other than by the rhetorical moves, such
as: (1) Indicating affective elements and emotive expressions
in the writing; (2) drawing attention to how good reflection
links to existing knowledge via epistemic expressions; and (3)
indicating critique, particularly self-critique, as a key feature
of depth.
Thus, our final simplified framework for feedback purposes
comprises three moves (CONTEXT, CHALLENGE, CHANGE), a
modifier of these moves to indicate depth (LINK2ME), and
three expression types (EMOTIVE, EPISTEMIC, CRITIQUE).
This provided a much more accessible version of the reflective writing framework for students while maintaining its
connection to the theory. The simplified version also assisted
with the computational implementation which was tackled
by two different processes: (1) The implementation of the
modelling of reflective rhetorical moves. This is detailed in
section 3; and (2) the aggregation of different computational
analyses, and implementation of multiple layers of feedback.
This is described in section 4.

3.

REFLECTIVE RHETORICAL MOVES

Building on the theoretical and linguistic description of reflective writing moves in Section 2 we have developed a system
to computationally detect sentences that convey the three
primary rhetorical moves of reflective writing determined
by the A3R framework: Context, Challenge and Change.
Each of these can be augmented by the Link2Me feature. To
detect sentence elements indicating the rhetorical moves we
used the concept-matching rhetorical analysis framework [33].
The analysis model is implemented in the natural language
processing tool Xerox Incremental Parser (XIP) [1].

3.1

The concept-matching analysis framework

The concept-matching framework models rhetorical moves
as pre-defined patterns of abstract elements called constituent
concepts. Constituent concepts are determined by the definitions and descriptions of the rhetorical moves. For example,
the Challenge move is defined in the A3R framework as ”the
challenge of new surprising or unfamiliar ideas, problems or
learning experiences”. The constituent concepts suggested
by this definition are CONTRAST (cf. challenge, unfamiliar,
problem), STANCE (c.f. surprising, experiences), ANALYSIS
(c.f. ideas, learning) and SUBJECT (the author). Any combination of these concepts constitutes a possible pattern for
Challenge, as in the following formula:
CHALLENGE =
(SUBJECT+ANALYSIS) AND (CONTRAST+ANALYSIS)
The ‘+’ designates grammatical coherence and ‘AND’ cooccurrence in the same sentence. This formula will match
sentences that describe contrast in the author’s thinking. The
following sentences are examples that match this pattern
(constituent concepts in bold):
1. I reflected on this and felt decision making was like
second nature, yes I over-thought my decisions

whether it was personal or professional but I never
thought of the act of having to justify my decisions.
2. I continued to contemplate how I was going to tactfully address this questionable behaviour.
While traditional approaches to analysing rhetorical writing rely on the detection of lexical and lexico-grammatical
features, the distinctive advantage of the concept-matching
framework lies with the grammatical coherence constraint
coupled with the pre-defined patterns, which is able to filter
out noise.

Figure 2: Example rhetorical patterns of the A3R
reflective moves and illustration sentences.

3.2

Implementation in XIP

XIP is a natural language analysis tool whose basic function is to provide deep syntactic analysis of sentences. XIP
integrates statistical processing and grammar rules, which
were developed using its dedicated rule writing mechanism.
Basic XIP analysis incrementally executes a chain of treatments for each sentence of a document from segmentation
through morpho-syntactic analysis, part-of-speech disambiguation and chunking to syntactic dependency extraction,
i.e. the identification of syntactic functions, like subject,
object, modifier, etc.
The concept-matching framework was implemented as an
additional XIP module, building on the general dependency
output, and using the rule writing mechanism. The implementation task consisted in detecting sentences that contain
a rhetorical pattern defined in the concept-matching framework. This involved the following steps: (1) The development
of a lexical database where the constituent concepts are associated with words and expressions; 2 ; (2) creating XIP
rules that select out of all the dependencies extracted by the
general XIP syntactic analysis module those that are relevant
for the rhetorical patterns; and (3) creating XIP rules that
mark the sentences that contain a set of dependencies of the
pre-defined rhetorical patterns. The pattern matching rules
were developed using a small development corpus of ten reflective essays of various domains annotated according to the
language analysis methods our reflective writing framework.
2

The lexical resources have been acquired by various means:
importing from existing rhetorical analysis modules that use
the same constituent concepts, and using (morpho)-syntactic
and semantic properties and part-of-speech as features, which
are provided by the general XIP parser. The lexicon for
the STANCE concept has been imported from a sentiment
analysis module of XIP [5]

4.

ACTIONABLE FEEDBACK

Our moves of Context, Challenge, Change and Link2Me
were accommodated by the implementation of reflective
rhetorical moves in XIP. However, much of the reflective
writing literature had indicated that there were other important indicators of reflective writing, such as the three
expression types (Emotive, Epistemic, and Critique) that we
identified in our simplified framework. We also noted that
some features might present not at the sentence level, but
rather in the text as a whole, such as the general structure
of the writing, or the overall sentiment expressed. There
was also research that the situational context in which the
reflection was based was significant, indicating that there
may be specific vocabulary for different writing contexts.
These factors indicated that we needed more than the sentence level reflective rhetorical move analytics. We needed
to incorporate other NLP techniques that could provide us
with varying levels of analysis, and a way of aggregating the
resultant analytics.
Further, our objective was to provide actionable feedback
to the writer, and so we needed a mechanism for creating
feedback from aggregated results, and a way of evaluating
the actionability of this feedback.
Responding to these challenges required significant design
decisions in terms of both the architecture of the platform
and the desired user experience. We outline our approach to
both of these areas in the following sections.

4.1

Platform Architecture

Throughout the A3R project, AWA evolved from a web
application calling remote analysis service into a platform
with multiple services deployed across a mix of local and
cloud infrastructure. The design was driven by Information
Architecture (IA), “the process of designing, implementing
and evaluating information spaces that are humanly and
socially acceptable to their intended stakeholders”[12]. In
our case the intended stakeholders were the students and
their teachers, and the information space was AWA, but
conceived as learning environment where the students could
improve their reflective writing.
Importantly, this meant a pedagogically driven approach
to RWA. That is, architecting the platform in a way that
considered actionable feedback in the whole of the user experience: starting from the way that student writing was
conceptualised; including the approaches to analysis and the
delivery of the feedback; and concluding with evaluation of
the feedback’s efficacy.
These architectural changes were facilitated by introducing
a Text Analytics Pipeline (TAP), a modular cloud based
application. TAP allowed the inclusion of analysis services
other than XIP to be included in the platform, facilitated
the aggregation of the resultant analytics, and generated
multiple levels of feedback. An overview of the key elements
of TAP can be seen in figure 3.3
The design of TAP allowed for the aggregation of multiple
sources of analysis from both external services such as XIP,
third party libraries like CoreNLP [20], and internal software.
A detailed description of TAP is beyond the scope of this
paper, however an overview of the process of generating
feedback highlights the way TAP contributes to the AWA
3

TAP is written in Scala to run on the JVM. It is designed
in a modular reactive style with Akka to facilitate flexibility
and scalability as required.

Figure 3: The core modules of the Text Analytics
Pipeline (TAP) shown within dashed box, and connections to UI (top left) and XIP (top right).

platform.
Feedback is provided to the UI in the form of a JSON
object composed of the differing feedback types (expression,
sentence, paragraph, and document). Sentence level feedback is generated by passing the text through a module that
connects to the external XIP service. The resulting analysis
is then formatted similarly to the other feedback levels before
being packaged up and sent back to the UI. Expression level
feedback is generated using different software modules, the
selection of which depend on the feedback type. ‘Emotive’
expressions are generated based on lexical comparisons with
the Warriner [43] Corpus selecting high valence and arousal
terms, whereas the ‘Critique’ and ‘Epistemic’ expressions are
derived using techniques for identifying metacognition in reflective writing [14]. Paragraph and document level feedback
involves complex rules applied to a range of analyses. For example, some document comments are generated based on the
ratio of rhetorical moves that have been detected across the
document. Other paragraph level comments combine a third
party spell checking library4 with named entity recognition
from CoreNLP [20] and basic paragraph metrics to determine
if a comment on spelling errors should be generated. Further
detail on these algorithms can be found by examining the
software.5
Importantly, the choice of modules, third party services,
and design of the algorithms, were all driven by the pedagogical imperative to provide actionable feedback. Thus, the
very architecture of the platform is shaped by the desired
learning outcomes.

4.2

User Experience

The objective of actionable feedback based on our conceptual account determined that in addition to a sentence-level
annotation (implemented in previous versions of AWA), feedback should also be provided at the sub-sentence (expression),
and aggregate levels (both paragraph and whole document).
These features were implemented, alongside user support
documentation, as outlined below.

4.2.1

User Interface Layout

Actionable feedback requires a UI that prompts users to
turn feedback into feed-forward[16]. To prompt re-drafting,
4

https://github.com/languagetool-org/
The software can be found on the CIC GitHub Page
(https://github.com/uts-cic)
5

students are alerted to what is needed in terms of reflective
expression. Visual feedback has been shown to be more
effective than verbal feedback which often appears complex
and multidimensional [31].
Less certain is how and if certain UI features contribute
in creating feed forward. A key design change concerned
the accommodation of feedback to the user other than just
sentence labelling and highlighting. There was a need to
accommodate whole of document textual feedback, feedback
associated with paragraphs, and feedback associated with
groups of words or expressions. With the addition of at least
three more types of feedback, a significant consideration was
to ensure that the interface did not become too cluttered. For
feedback to be actionable, it first needs to be comprehended.
We anticipated that too much visual information would result
in the user being less certain about which information should
be acted up.
Because of this, our aim was a clean UI that maintained
the prominence of the original text, but annotated with
both sentence and expression level feedback. Paragraph
feedback would be provided in a right hand margin aligned
with the relevant paragraph, and whole document feedback
would be provided above the text as it was intended to
provide overall commentary on the writing. Taking this
approach also had the advantage of being similar to what
students may expect if they were to receive feedback on a
printed document, i.e. parts of the text itself underlined
and circled with comments in the margins and an overall
summary comment. We hoped that this familiar format
might assist with the overall usability of the interface. This
layout can be seen in figure 4.

Figure 5: The UI elements used by sentence and
expression level feedback
the labels derived in the process of developing the analytics
(Context, Challenge, and Change) proved to be very ambiguous when presented to users. The previous version of
AWA used named labels in the sentences, and our original
intention was to maintain this style. However, the ambiguity
caused significant problems in terms of our different users
who might perceive the feedback and take action on it. After much deliberation, we settled on removing the names
altogether from the UI, and settled on single sentence descriptions represented by the blue square, pink circle, and
green triangle, as shown in figure 5. The final colour and
shapes of the icons were chosen to allow for simplicity in the
UI while accommodating users with colour blindness.

5.

5.1
Figure 4: The AWA User Interface with a pane
(lower right) for collecting a feedback response from
the user.
To assist the user with understanding sentence and expression level annotation, a pop-out pane was provided that
defaults to being visible when the analysis is displayed, but
which can be clicked to reduce to a side tab after use (figure
5). To assist with evaluation, we also required a way to elicit
a response from the user as to whether they thought the
feedback that was provided on their text was useful (see bottom right of figure 4). The intention was to compare student
responses via this mechanism with evidence of changes in
subsequent drafts.

4.2.2

User Interface Elements

A key factor in the UI design was how the theoretical
foundations and their analytics expressions were to be made
visible to the user, and the extent to which they might be
helpful and useable for actionable feedback.
Sentence annotation was impacted to the greatest extent
by changes to the underlying analytics. The framework (§2),
was simplified to ensure that it was easy to comprehend, and

STUDENT USE

Student use of AWA in multiple subjects is an ongoing
process with each subject having different due dates for their
reflective writing assignments. As a result, for a preliminary
examination of the data we have selected only those students
from Pharmacy who have used the software at the time of
writing this paper (from late August to mid October 2016).
Although preliminary, this data has provided some insights
on whether the feedback is actionable for these early users
of the software. Other subjects involved in the research
are expected to contribute further to the data during the
remainder of the spring semester (through to late November).

The Pharmacy Learning Context

Preparing pharmacy students for the complexities and
diversity of clinical practice is a consideration with pharmacy educators. A possible solution to bridging the theory/practice gap is through reflective practice [39]. One of
the tools utilised to enhance reflective practice is through
reflective writing. Reflective writing skills are paramount for
students to think about incidents, their outcomes and how
this affects the health of a patient. In 2016, First year Master
of Pharmacy students (n=59) were offered the use of AWA
to assist with improving their reflective writing skills. The
Masters of Pharmacy Course is a 2-year intensive program
which embeds reflective activities in the 520 hours of clinical
placements. One aspect of the weekly reflective activities
involve students writing reflective statements and uploading
these to their e-portfolios. This process is integrated into the
course to prepare students to make better informed decisions
and clinical judgements for future practice. For example,
students are required to: (1) reflect back on a weekly incident;
(2) view the incident from different perspectives (eg from the
perspective of the patient, carer, pharmacist, and/or other
health professional); (3) write about what was learned, what
challenges they undertook, what strategies they utilised to
overcome these challenges; (4) recognise the strengths and
skills they have, how these could further be developed, how

their behaviour or approach could be changed to enhance a
future similar event; and (5) identify shifts in their beliefs
and attitudes which have resulted.

5.2

Preliminary results

Data was collected from the student use of AWA in Pharmacy, and their responses represent a snapshot at the time
of writing the paper.
Total students:
AWA users:
Total posts:
Posts with response:
Responses feedback helpful

59
30
120
63
54

50.8%
52.5%
85.7%

Table 1: Usage and feedback data
Early discussions between the students and their teacher
about their use of AWA anecdotally indicated that it “allowed
them to use the tool in their own time” . . .“as often as they
want to further critique their reflective writing, learn from
the tags and change their statements prior to submission”,
and “has the potential to familiarise us who are new to the
area of reflection and reflective writing skill development.”
More formal responses were collected via the AWA UI.
The feedback tab in AWA poses the question: “Did you
find the feedback on your writing helpful?” Students using
the software at this early stage have generally been positive
about its helpfulness with 85.7% of feedback responses being
‘yes’ - the feedback on their writing was helpful (see table
1 - Note: some students who used AWA multiple times provided multiple responses). Of those who gave more detailed
feedback ratings (see figure 6), about half provided a neutral
rating (some of which could be explained by the fact that this
was the default in the UI). Of those that made a positive or
negative choice, the negatives were all just less than neutral
(3), whereas the positives were an even combination of just
positive (5) and strongly positive (7).

5.3

Student comments

Our cautious optimism was also supported by student
comments that suggested that it encouraged them to think
about action:
I was fascinated by how it works and can see its
implication in future, to determine which phrases need
more work/ which can be improved. (Student A)
It details where I’ve made reflective statements and
shows where I can improve as well as add to and fill in
aspects to which I have not confirmed. (Student B)
Prompted me to follow through with the reflection
to the last step of the process - i had written about my
thoughts and feelings, discussed challenges, but had not
followed through with reflecting on how this can lead to
change. . . . The reports also direct me to write more
personally, using language that evokes emotion, and less
descriptively (Student C)
A comment by one student indicated that they saw the
potential for AWA to assist them in improving their grade,
and even suggested that it should provide a grade:
This system has allowed me to identify the strengths
and weaknesses of my reflection, highlighting on what
criteria I have addressed and which ones I haven’t. I
wish there was feedback on how I could improve to get
full marks and wish this reflection gave a mark at the
end. (Student D)
No Pharmacy students left clearly negative comments.
However, some early use of the software by students from
other subjects highlighted a theme in their more negative
comments: criticism either at what the software did not do,
or towards a lack of clarity in what needed to change. For
example:
Doesn’t elaborate on the features that are lacking and
often they appear there but are not recognised. Good way
of highlighting other points. (Student E)
its not clear what needs improving. (Student F) and
comments are not clear enough (Student G)
I don’t understand what AWA reproach to my work.
It is said that there isn’t a good balance but In the text I
can’t see how... not clear (Student H)

Figure 6: Pharmacy feedback ratings of AWA. 1 is
not helpful and 7 is helpful. 4 is the default.
While we acknowledge that perceptions of helpfulness don’t
necessarily translate into action, we believe that feedback
perceived as not helpful would be highly unlikely to result in
any action. Whereas, positive and neutral feedback leaves
the way open for action to be taken. Therefore, we take
these results as an early promising sign.

This lack of clarity for the student goes to the heart of the
actionability of the feedback, suggesting that the students
want to use the feedback to take action, but that it is not
clear enough for them to do so. However, it is not clear if
more data might reveal this as a significant issue or whether
this was more indicative of the immaturity of the platform
at the time.

5.4

Evidence of Action

Of the 30 users who posted text to AWA, 18 users (60%)
posted more than once. We were interested in whether there
was evidence of ‘action from feedback’ in the writing of these
users. We postulated that if students were provoked to take
action based on the feedback, then they would post a new
draft to AWA to check if it addressed the feedback.

From those posting more than once, 5 users (27.8%) showed
evidence of modifying drafts, and 2 of these users drafted
more than once on the same text. We view this as a positive
indicator that our objective of actionable feedback can be
attained. While most of the users (13 users, 72.2%) wrote
different reflections for their multiple posts, this was not
unexpected as the subject requires them to write a new
reflection each week. What is difficult to assess with these
users is whether feedback on one reflection was taken into
account with subsequent reflections.
With the exception of addition of new information, most
draft modifications appeared to improve the quality of the
reflection. For example:
I made sure to be understanding and not force the
customer to purchase just for the sake of receiving a sale
(ethics, social responsibility).
was changed to:
Initially I was confused as to why this would be an
issue like isn’t it exactly the same thing? But for good
pharmacy practice, I decided to be understanding and
not force the customer to purchase a product just for the
sake of receiving a sale (ethics, social responsibility).
The first of these had no sentence tagging, whereas the
second was tagged with a pink circle (Challenge). Students
also changed their writing to introduce how they felt about
a situation. For example:
This situation didn’t sit well with me.
was changed to:
This situation didn’t sit well with me, I felt as it
these patients didn’t receive the best care possible.

6.
6.1

DISCUSSION
Actionable Feedback

Our preliminary results from the use by Pharmacy students
suggested that the feedback provided by AWA was helpful
and actionable. However, we had also received some input
from other subjects that suggested that the feedback lacked
clarity. Although this is likely to be resolved through the
collection of more data from multiple subjects, it raises
questions as to whether it is the AWA platform that makes
the feedback actionable, or whether there are other factors
outside of the system that contribute to this. For example,
the inclusion of teaching on reflection, and/or the requirement
to write regular weekly reflections may assist the students
in recognising the value of the feedback, and help them
understand how to use it. A subject that has little teaching
input and only requires a single piece of reflective writing may
provide the students with less understanding on how to work
with the software. Regardless of how a subject approaches
reflective writing, we believe that alignment between the
analytics and pedagogy is critical. The extent to which we
can determine if this alignment contributes significantly to
actionable feedback is yet to be found.

6.2

Contextual Feedback

Through the discussions with academic partners and the
trial of AWA with students, we saw an interesting tension
emerge between general and specific feedback. Early in the
project, many stakeholders suggested that feedback should
be as detailed and specific as possible. While this notion
aligns with the educational literature on feedback [16], human
feedback is always contextualised to some extent. We found
that the lack of reference to context resulted in the rejection
of detailed feedback. For example, when the same paragraph
feedback was provided for many paragraphs in the text,
stakeholders were less likely to appreciate the relevance of
the feedback and more likely to criticise the repetitive nature
of it. A contextual approach would mean that comments for
one paragraph would be made ‘in the context of’ what is
stated with other paragraphs.
Similarly, some paragraph feedback is more important in
certain parts of the text than in others. For example, setting
the context for the reflection can tend to be more descriptive
and therefore emotive expressions are less important in these
sections. An improved system of generating feedback would
have an ‘awareness’ of these contextual interrelationships,
and modify the feedback accordingly.

6.3

Modelling Disciplinary Differences

The current AWA platform is missing another contextual
feature, and that is the ability to recognise and work with
language and reflection style differences across disciplines.
While we had hoped to include some modelling of disciplinary
specific features in the platform, that has not been implemented to date. The lack of this ability resulted in some
significant disagreement between project stakeholders with
regards to structure and relating to knowledge.
In particular, the Engineering subject required reflective
writing that was highly structured, and a business subject
required the use of citations to show how the students were
relating their reflection to the fields of existing knowledge.
In both of these cases, the requirements were considered
essential for actionable feedback in the subjects concerned,
but feedback on these features were problematic for other
subjects. While providing discipline specific versions of AWA
might be a short term solution to this issue, in the long term
it is intractable as there would need to be as many versions
as there are subject. Instead, we believe that the ability to
model differences within the subject, and allow AWA to make
decisions according to combinations of models, might allow
a future version of AWA to accommodate these needs. What
we are certain of, is that these pedagogical requirements are
important for learning, and that allowing them to drive the
development of the tool holds much greater value for learning
than changing the learning to fit the tool.

6.4

Algorithmic Accountability and Integrity

The ‘transparency’ and ‘accountability’ of algorithms are
important qualities if we are to achieve an acceptable level
of ‘analytical system integrity’ [6] in our educational tools.
In the context of this project, this required us to understand
the relationship between the computational representation
of a text, and the human experience of giving and receiving feedback on writing. The computational representation
concerns the fine-grained textual features, and the reasoning
behind the algorithms for combining, and acting on, different
patterns (§3). The default educator and student experience

deploys a much simpler language, provided by the set of
constructs in the document-centric display in which feedback
wrapped around, and overlaid onto, the student’s writing
(§4). Our assumption is that educators should demand a
level of accountability that is less rigorous than a researcher
might demand, but more rigorous than a student may demand. That being said, we should also expect and encourage
students to demand accountability to whatever level of detail they require, and technically minded students might
indeed be more demanding than their tutors as their data
literacy grows, and they are encouraged to reflect critically
how their activity is tracked in all spheres of their lives [7].
In the previous design iteration of this project [8] we noted
that a key ingredient of any discussion of ‘accountability’
among design stakeholders is trust: “Trust is built through
reciprocity, which in learning analytics design means ultimately, that you feel you can influence the code.” We have
continued that co-design process in which stakeholders (the
UTS academics and Academic Literacies expert, and the
Xerox computational linguist) shaped the performance of
AWA until they felt that it was good enough to pilot with
students as an experimental application. The fact that the
design team involves academics who trust the tool, because
they had the chance to test and give feedback on its performance with their own students’ writing, should be a source
of assurance for students (and indeed other academics considering trialling AWA). Ultimately, however, it comes down
to the student experience of the tool, since many emergent
phenomena may arise in authentic use. The preliminary feedback from students reported here, coupled with results from
another deployment [18] provide encouraging early evidence
that students valued AWA, but there remains much more to
improve.

7.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Through the A3R project we have created a new conceptual
framework for reflective writing that synthesises the dominant
theory. We have used a simplified version of this framework
to develop computational approaches to reflective writing
analysis and in doing so have created RWA that can be used
for feedback to the writer. A significant aspect of the research
was allowing the pedagogy to drive the design, not just of
the framework, but of the platform architecture as well. A
pilot of the software in the subject of pharmacy has shown
this pedagogical design approach to be successful, with a
early signs of the feedback being actionable by students.
Strengths of the project include the strong theoretical foundations of the work, and the maturity of the genre/narrative
analysis approach and its instantiation in XIP. We believe
that the research has also shown significant promise and the
approach to incorporating multiple analytics for the generation of feedback as implemented in TAP. The centrality of
actionable feedback, throughout the process has also been a
significant aspect of the work.
However, we also uncovered a number of weaknesses. We
found it difficult to meet the needs of all stakeholders, and
the lack of data from all participating subjects means that
at this point we are unable to ascertain the extent to which
this has impacted the students. Nevertheless, early feedback
from students suggested that some feedback lacked clarity,
and our own analysis showed that in order to improve the
quality of the feedback, we need methods for using contextual
information.

These weaknesses set an agenda for future work. Firstly,
we plan to develop over coming months a subject specific
version of the platform for Engineering. We anticipate that
this will test some of our hypotheses about the need for
more specific feedback and the use of contextual information
in the generation of that feedback. Secondly, we need to
collect much more data from a greater variety of disciplines.
This would allow us to substantiate our preliminary findings.
Finally, while we have shown the potential of designing LA
for actionable feedback, there is much more work to be done
in this space. We expect that ongoing research in RWA
will improve our ability to provide actionable feedback to
students.
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